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The new PFI Bioenergy and Diversity project hosted three field days in late summer 2008. The

focus of this article is a biodiesel field day that was hosted on August 30 by Plainfield farmers

Gary Laydon and Pat Mennenga and their neighbor Berl Biekert.

Kim Odden, an instructor at Wisconsin

Indianhead Technical College, demonstrated

his mobile oilseed press and presented budgets

for producing oil from different seeds and

turning it into biodiesel. These budgets help

illustrate whether biodiesel is a viable option

for farmers and which crops demonstrate the

most potential. Pressing oil is the next stage

for on-farm biodiesel, since used fry oil is now

in short supply in many communities. 

Oilseed crops differ greatly in the amount of

oil produced per acre (see Table 1). An oilseed

sunflower crop, for example, contains twice as

much oil per acre as soybeans. On the other

hand, the sunflower meal byproduct is too high

in fiber to make good swine feed. But soybean and cottonseed oils make biodiesels with high gel

points. Gel point is the temperature fuel stops behaving as a liquid and turns into a gel in your

tank.

Odden's approach values a crop's oil and its

meal at Chicago Board of Trade prices

(Table 2). He includes the market price of the

oil as an opportunity cost in the budget for

on-farm oil production (Table 3). This is a

conservative approach; a farmer might prefer

to substitute his/her own cost of production,

but some value should be placed on oilseeds

that instead of being sold are pressed on the

farm. Odden's approach does put all crops on

a standard basis. The other assumption

Odden's calculations make is that a farmer

pressing oilseeds will find a buyer or an

on-farm use for the meal at market rates.
Gary Laydon watches as Kim Odden feeds the dual-

expeller press, capable of 50 gallons in 24 hours.

Table 1.  Oil Production per Acre by Crop.†

Crop lbs oil/acre US gal/acre

corn (maize) 129 18

oats 163 23

cotton 244 35

soybean 335 48

linseed (flax) 359 51

hazelnuts 362 51

pumpkin seed 401 57

safflower 585 83

sunflowers 714 102

peanuts 795 113

canola 893 127

olives 910 129

jojoba 1,365 194

coconut 2,018 287

oil palm 4,465 635

† Extracted from a table published by Azure

Biodiesel Co., Sully, Iowa 50251.



Table 4. Cost per gallon of biodiesel fuel production from

extracted oil, August and December 2008.

August ‘08 December ‘08

Oil, e.g., soybean $4.06 $3.12

Labor $.10 $.10

Electricity $.05 $.05

Lye † $.02 $.02

Methanol † $.56 $.56

Total Cost, soybean $4.79 $3.85

Total Cost, canola $3.77 $4.75

Total Cost, sunflower $4.83 $3.89

Farm-delivered Diesel $4.10 $1.80

† Northeast Iowa prices

When producing

biodiesel from the

extracted seed oil,

methanol and lye (sodium

hydroxide) or potassium

hydroxide is added to

separate the fuel from the

glycerin. The biodiesel is

sometimes “washed” to

clean out first the

methanol, and then the

remaining water. Table 4

is Kim Odden’s budget

for fuel production.

The tables show a difference

between the economics for

canola oil and that for soybean

and sunflower. When the

workshop took place, canola

oil was trading at a much

lower price than the other two

oils. In 2008, the corn ethanol

market pushed up prices for

corn and soybean oils, but

canola was less affected. By

December 2008, the overall

economy had softened corn

and soy prices, reversing the

relative advantage of canola as

a biodiesel feedstock (Table

Table 2. Aug. '08 market prices and yields of crops and their oil and meal

components.

Crop Meal Oil

Sunflower $.26/lb, $520/T 1,280 lb @ $.15/lb $192 720 lb @ $.455/lb $328

Soybean $.215/lb, $430/T 1,740 lb @ $.18/lb $313 260 lb @ $.45/lb $117

Table 3. Aug. '08 cost per lb and gallon of oil extraction from seed.

Oil @ Table 2 price/lb, e.g., soybean @ $.45 $.45

Extraction Labor/lb oil $.02

Electricity/lb oil $.01

Depreciation/lb oil $.02

Repairs/lb oil $.02

Total Cost, soybean $.52/lb, $4.06/gal

Total Cost, canola $.39/lb, $3.04/gal

Total Cost, sunflower $.525/lb, $4.10/gal



4). Petroleum prices plunged as well, temporarily erasing any cost advantage of biodiesel derived

from oilseeds.

In 2008, first market effects of corn ethanol and then the overall economy made biodiesel less

advantageous. However, Kim Odden notes that in 2007 the Red River Valley of Minnesota was

without diesel fuel for five days during harvest season.  If you are concerned about buffering your

farm from supply shocks and price spikes, biodiesel may be something to move on now rather

than later.

Kim Odden is happy to respond to questions about biodiesel. He can be reached at (715) 764-

5557, kodden@chibardun.net.

Supplemental Information

Tables 6-8 (on following pages). Feed Analysis of Canola, Soybean, and Sunflower Meal.

Table 5.  Typical setup costs to press

oil and produce biodiesel fuel.
2-screw press $16,500 

3-phase converter $1,200 

electrical work $500 

2 augers $1,000 

press stand $300 

overhead bin $25 

3 settling tanks $500 

fittings, tubes $25 

Extraction Total $20,050

Fuel-making equipment 

Fuelmeister™ processor $3,000 

This configuration could press and

process 10,000 to 30,000 gallons/year.
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